applications: Fungi in Design

The roles fungi play for life on Earth have been predominantly the
subject of scientific discourse. The ‘good’ uses of fungi (Moss,
1987) that have been known to humankind date back at least
8000 years. These applications have been explored by an area
of science called ethnomycology (Dugan, 2011). Some of the
beneficial activities of fungi have been picked up and developed
by biotechnology as medicines, in the food and beverages
production industries, in the form of dyes, flavours and fragrances,
for biological control and restoring natural habitats. The continuous
development of fungi scenarios that benefit humankind encourages
the pursuit of applications of these organisms’ in a design
context for sustainability and human wellbeing. In recent years,
collaborations between scientists, engineers and designers have
begun to explore fungi as resource for the development of novel
materials and products.
Dyes and paper
A long standing tradition, which stems from the production of
‘orchil’ and ‘cudbear’ dyes from lichens (Spooner and Roberts,
2005), has been the use of fungi to sustainably dye all fibers from
plant, and animal origin, as well as manmade materials. It began in
1968 in Mendocino, CA with Miriam Rice (Jan 1918 – Aug 2010).
Mushrooms can give a full rainbow palette of colours, with the help
of different mordants. They attract a huge number of natural dyers,
textile artists and fungi aficionados. Other applications of fungi,
also explored by Miriam in the US, and simultaneously in Europe,
include the use of fungi to extract pigments for watercolours, and to
obtain a high quality chitin-based paper (Rice and Beebee, 2012).
Textiles
In 1991, Dr Paul F Hamlyn and a group of scientist at the British
Textile Technology Group (BTTG) published a paper on their
attempt to ‘fabricate something useful out of a fungus’. From a
textile perspective fungi have several characteristics that could
make them a useful sustainable resource in comparison with other
natural fibers: they are easy and fast to grow, their novel cell wall
chemistry is based on chitin instead of cellulose and keratin. This
suggests a potential application of the fungal materials for wound
dressings and medical textiles.

Image credits (from top): Paper made from fungi (Rice and Beebee, 2012); Fungi dyes yarns (15th Fungi and Fibre Symposium, Spain,
2012, athor’s archive); Fungal textiles (Hamlyn, 1991); Mycotecture by Phil Ross (2009); Composite mushroom material (Ecovative, 2012);
Donna Franklin’s Fibre Reactive dress (2004); ‘Continuous bodies’ by Maurizio Montalti (2010)
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Product design
Amongst the first ‘new’ creatives to turn to fungi is Phil Ross – an
artist, whose work is driven by his fascination with biology, and the
interaction of humankind with nature and technology. His ongoing
research project called ‘Mycotecture’ (Collet, 2013) includes working
with fungi to create live installations, sculptures, building blocks, and
furniture.
In 2007 Ecovative Design LLC was founded by Eben Bayer and
Gavin McIntyre (2012). This company applies the properties
of mycelium to self-assemble lignin and cellulose to transform
agricultural by-products into composite materials. Ecovative’s
products offer sustainable mushroom alternatives to packaging
and insulation materials respectively, which are normally made of
synthetic foams or when bio-based, from food crops.
Fashion
Donna Franklin is another true example of a collaborative
practitioner that has turned to biological matter to look for new
solutions to manufacture and consumption of materials. In this
instance it is a ‘living garment’ made from the orange bracket
fungus, during her residency at SymbioticA – an artistic laboratory,
set up to facilitate a “hands-on engagement” with the life sciences.
(Lee, 2005)
Concept design
The properties of mycelium to break down both organic and
inorganic matter also inspired Maurizio Montalti’s (2010) Conceptual
Design in Context Master’s project ‘Continuous Bodies: cycles of
decomposition triggering a symbiotic partnership between humans
and fungi’. With the help of mycologists Maurizio developed a
mycelium impregnated non-woven textile and proposed its use as a
mycelium shroud and for decomposing plastic. Maurizio’s work with
fungi inspires a re-evaluation of the general perception of the Fungi
Kingdom for ‘a symbiotic relationship’ between humankind and fungi
species.
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